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XBST~Cr :  Using constant transformations and matrix embeddings it is shown how to find 
all constant realizations of an arbitrary rational transfer function matrix. Explicit means of 
calculating the transformations are given and the theory is applied to finding essentially all 
equivalent networks. 

I.  I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The identification of all system realizations of a given transfer function is 
of considerable theoretical and practical importance. If we conceive of a realiza- 
tion of a transfer function matrix as the specification of a set of state equations 
yielding the transfer function, then considerable information is available. For 
example, if by a minimal realization is meant one having the state space of 
minimum dimension, then there are methods for finding minimal realiT.ations 
for a linear finite-dimensional time-invariant system (1, p. 175), (2, p. 530), 
(3, p. 30), (4), (5), (6, p. 14). From any one such realization all other (constant) 
minimal realiT.ations can be obtained by applying constant transformations to 
the state (2, p. 525). For nonminimal realizations Youla (3, p. 13) has given a 
method for finding all reali~.ations via a time-variable coordinate change. 

In a similar vein and limiting ourselves to this linear time-invariant situation, 
we show how all nonmiuimal constant realizations may be generated, through 
constant transformations, from any one such realization. 
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The practical interest in obtaining nonminimal realizations through an 
equivalence theory is manifold. For example, in some cases we may easily 
find a minimal realization and for engineering reasons desire to modify this 
to be able to aeeomodate fixed, but not minimally realized, equipment. Or, we 
may be required to use excess state variables in a desire to delete unwanted 
elements, as gyrators in the cascade synthesis of network theory (7, p. 279), 
(8, p. 112). Theoretical interest in equivalence theory lies, among other things, 
in the fact that general properties of systems can be studied by applying ap- 
propriate transformations to a fixed but known system. 

The structure of this work is as follows: In Section II we review the basic 
background ideas and introduce appropriate notation. The short Section III  
presents the primary equivalence result, while Section IV gives an alternate 
method to those presently available for finding the principal transformations. 
In Section V is found an application of the theory to network equivalence through 
the scattering matrix. 

I I .  P r e l i m i n a r y  M a t e r i a l  

Following Kalman (1) we consider only those real differential systems 
described by 

d~ 
- -  = F x  ÷ G u  (la) 
d$ 

y -- H x  -k J u  (lb) 

where u, x, and y are m, n, and p-vectors respectively (the input, state, and 
output). We also assume, without further comment, that F, G, H, and J are real 
constant matrices. Under these conditions the quadruple R = {F, G, H, J} is 
called a (constant) realization of the transfer function matrix W(s )  if 

W(s )  = J + g [ s l ~  - F~-IG (2) 

where 1. is the n X n unit matrix. In actual fact R -- {F, G, H, J} directly 
yields a physical realization of W ( s )  as an input-output description for the 
system since it specifies a set of analog computer connections. 

Likewise, for this class of constant differential systems Kalman (1, p. 172) 
has shown, and we will discuss later, that there exists a real constant nonsingular 
matrix T, to bring the realization into canonical form R~ = {F~, G~, H~, J} with 

Fo = ToFT~ -1, G~ = T~G, 

0 FvvJ 

lie = HTo -1 (3a) 

= [0, H B, HV~. (3b) 

The system of differential equations for this realization is the same as in Eq. 1 
except that subscript c's are inserted and x~ = T~x, ~ = [~.4, ~ ,  ~v~ with a 
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superscript tilde ~ denoting the transpose. The superscript letters physically 
have the following meanings, which, in fact, leads us to the canonical form: 

A : controllable and unobservable 
B: controllable and observable 
U: uncontrollable 

If ~ = ~EW(s)] is the degree of W(s) (9, p. 580), (2, p. 536) then x B is 
a 5-vecter and the minimum possible dimension of the state space in any realiza- 
tion of W(s) is given by n = ~ (2, p. 536). In such a case the realization is 
called minimal (or irreducible); all realizations with a state space of greater 
dimension are naturally called nonminimal (or reducible). Through Eqs. 2 and 3 
we can readily check that RM ~--- { E BB, G B, H B, J } is a minimal canonical realiza- 
tion. Further any other constant minimal realization /~M = { ~BB, ~S, /~S, J ]  
can be found from (4, prop. 3), (2, p. 525) 

~SB = TF~S T-l, ~B = TG B, [-1 B = H B T -1 (4) 

where T is a real constant nonsingular ~ X ~ matrix. 

III. Equivalence Results 

With a knowledge of the results of Section II, equivalence results are de- 
ceptively simple. 

We first comment that if we are given an arbitrary (constant) realization 
/~ = {P, G,/~, J} of a transfer function W(s) then a minimal realization /~M 
is again found by reducing to canonical form 

(5) 

and extracting entries for /~M = {pBB, OS, ~I B, J}. Further, since only pBB, 
~ ,  and/~B enter in ~M, all other nonzero submatrices in Eq. 5 can be arbitrarily 
assigned and then/~ is again a realization of W(s).  As seen by choosing the ~a 
term zero, the superscript A in an arbitrary assignment may not denote con- 
trollable states, yet the B portions continue to have I~M for a minimal realiza- 
tion, as seen from Eq. 2. Still, if so desired, a further transformation on the 
state allows the "arbitrary" realization to again be put into canonical form 
with /~M a minimal realization. In actual fact, absorbing a suitable transforma- 
tion in To allows RM to be chosen as any minimal realization, by Eq. 4. From 
these comments we have the following conclusion: 

Main Result: Every (constant) realization 1~ of W(s) results from a 
given minimal one I~M by using Eq. 5 with an arbitrary assignment of the 
remaining ("nonzero") submatrices (including non-singular T,). 
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For discussion purposes it is convenient to call ~ = { T,~'~-I,  T~G,/~Tc-l, J} 
an encirclement o f / ~ .  

If we wish to transfer from one fixed realization R to any other ~ we can 
proceed by reducing to R~ and ~,, the respective canonical forms, and then 
interrelating the resulting minimal realizations RM a n d / ~  by Eq. 4. The steps 
in obtaining ~ from R are then: 1) reduction of R to R~; 2) extraction of R~, 
3) derivation of /~M from R~ via Eq. 4; 4) encirclement o f / ~  to obtain/~o; 
5) transformation of /~, into /~ by T~. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

R = Rc ~ RM -~ "~u '~" ~c 
BASIS MINIMAL BASIS ENCIRCLEMENT BASIS 

CHANGE EXTRACTION CHANGE CHANGE 
Tc T 

FIG. 1. Derivation of any R from a given one R. 

IV. Canonical  Trans format ion  De te rmina t ion  

Kalman (1, p. 172) has shown how to find Tc to transform R into canonical 
form Ro. However, the method requires integration of products of the funda- 
mental matrix with G and H. Here we describe an alternate method which avoids 
integration by using columns of 

Q = [G, FG, . . . ,  F'-IG~ (6a) 

P = . . . ,  ( 6 b )  

We first observe (10, pp. 500, 504) that the set of controllable states is the 
space spanned by the columns of Q and that the set of unobservable states is 
perpendicular to the space spanned by the columns of P. 

Following Kalman we obtain T~ as the product of two matrices. Let Tz, 
the former of these two matrices, have its first q, q -- rank Q, columns as any q 
independent columns of Q with the remaining n - q columns arbitrarily chosen 
but independent (such that Tt is nonsingular). As is seen by considering q 
independent state vectors with a single unit in one of the first q positions and 
all other entries zero, the first transformation yields 

T~-IFTx = FUUJ Tz-IG HTz ['H ~:, HV']. (7a) 

Here the superscript K refers to controllable portions with U uncontrollable, 
as before. I t  is worthwhile noting that, by premultiplying T~ -1 by an upper tri- 
angular orthogonalizing matrix, it is possible to use an orthogonal Tz to obtain 
Eq. 7a. 

We next consider the subsystem realized by R ~ = {F KK, C~, H ~:, J} for 
which we form pK according to Eq. 6b. If pK = rank P~, we select PK linearly 
independent columns of pK and orthogonalize these, via the Gram Sehmidt 
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procedure (say), and then extend them to a complete orthogonal set of vectors 
for the q dimensional state space for R K. If we use these q vectors, ordered reverse 
to their order of generation, as columns for a matrix T~. then the relation of 
P~ to the unobservable states for R ~ shows that 

[? I +] TIcFKKT~ -t  = FBBJ TKG I¢ HKTK - t  ['0, H ~ .  (7b) 
L G ' J  

If k is the order of F K~ and 1,_k the identity matrix of order n - k then 

T+ = I-TK -[- 1,_+~T+ -t  (7e) 

where ~- denotes the direct sum. 

V. Passive Ne twork  Equivalence 

As an application of the theory let us find all finite equivalent circuits for 
an arbitrary finite passive m port network (assumed linear, time-invariant, and 
solvable (11, p. 9). Such an m-port possesses a rational bounded-real m X m 
scattering matrix S ( p ) ,  p = ~ + jc+ (12, p. 116), (13, See. 5), from which a 
realization can be found from analysis of the circuit structure, using only passive 
elements, obtained by standard synthesis techniques (14, p. 163). 

To begin such an analysis it is most convenient to replace each inductor by 
a gyrator loaded in a unit capacitor and then to normalize all other capacitors 
to unity by perhaps the use of transformers. If there are n capacitors, these 
can be removed and considered as a load on a gyrator-resistor-transformer 

1 - - p  
network Nz, as shown in Fig. 2 (where ~ 1, is the scattering matrix of the 

capacitors). If we set 

l q - p  
s = - -  ( 8 )  

1 - - p  

and treats r as the time associated with s, and if further v++(r) and vJ(r) are the 
capacitor incident and reflected n-vector voltages, then 

d 
v~' = ~ vJ (9a) 

since 1/s is the reflection coefficient of a capacitor. Similarly, if v+(r) and vr(r) 
are the input port incident and reflected m-vector voltages and we partition ~, 
the constant scattering matrix of N~+, as the ports of Nz, then 

[vr]= i 11  ll v+ 1 
v° ~ L~, ~2~J Lvo'J 

(9b) 
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c 

Slp)----- 
o 

:D [o ,°, sx l+p n 

Fro. 2. Cascade loading for network equivalence. 

Combining Eqs. 9 we immediately find 

dye r 
= ~22v~ ~ 4- I~21v i (10a) 

dr 

v ~ = Zuvc" -t- ~nv ~ (10b) 

which is Eq. 1 in disguise; thus 

W(s) = Zn -[- 21,~.[sl. -- 2~22"]-~Z~1 = S(p). (11) 

The left equality in Eq. 11 follows from Eq. 2 while the right follows from direct 
analysis of Fig. 2 (11, p. 11) ; this shows that  vi(t) and v~(t) are the actual input 
and output  variables in true time t. 

We conclude that  a realization in the sense of Section I I  is R = {~2, ~21, 
• 1~, Eu}, and that  a specification of R yields the constant coupling network 
matrix ~. 

Applying the ideas of Section III,  we can find all R or, what is the same, 
all ~ to yield S(p), once a given realization is known (say, from synthesis). 
In actual fact, besides yielding all passive circuits, this yields all active structures 
for which E exists. We can sift out the passive ones by the bounded-real require- 
ment on 2~, tha t  is by retaining only those for which 1~+, -- ~ is positive 
semidefinite. We remark that  Zu = S(1) which is well-defined, as is S ( ~ ) ,  
when S(p) is bounded-real. 

To complete the network equivalence s tudy we observe that  the theory does 
not consider the topological structure of the circuits synthesizing ~. However, 
the Howitt  theory (15) immediately applies to derive all circuits for ~ from a 
given one  To go along with this is the fact that  the transformations of Section IV 
yield 2~c = [1~ ~- T~]E[I~ + Tc-~], which need not be bounded-real when ~ is. 

This same transformation carries over to the impedance matrix, a fact which 
may assist in realizability studies. Nevertheless, if Tc is chosen orthogonal, 
as in Section IV where transformations among minimal realizations are omitted, 
then ~ = [1~ ~- Tc]~[-l~ -}- ~c] allows ~c to be derived from Z through the 
use of orthogonal transformers. 

In summary, since any circuit structure yielding S(p) takes the form of 
Fig. 2, the cited method yields all passive connections, and almost all active 
ones, which produce a rational bounded-real S (p). 
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VI. Discussion 

Given a rational transfer function W(s)  it is usually quite easy to find one 
realization; here, by using only constant transformations we have shown how 
to find all realizations if W(s)  has no pole at infinity. The basic idea is to pick 
out a minimal realization by transforming to canonical form and then encircle 
by adjoining pertinent submatrices. Although the theory was framed for dif- 
ferential systems it can of course be directly applied to discrete systems (2, p. 524). 

Since we have specified a realization to mean an assignment of R = { F, G, H, J } 
it is worth pointing out that this assignment is equivalent to an analog computer 
set-up, and often to an equipment interconnection. As a consequence there is 
some interest in finding all realizations since we may have only certain equip- 
ment on hand, as flip-flops in the discrete case. Alternately we may wish to 
pass from one nonminimal realization to another realization to eliminate un- 
stable states. 

The restriction to W(s)  which are finite at infinity can be bypassed by a 
simple transformation analogous to the conversion of an impedance matrix to 
the scattering matrix in network theory (15). For square W(s)  let 9~ be a real 
positive definite (symmetric) matrix and define new input and output variables 
u~ and y~ by 

2u~ = y -{- 9~u (12a) 

2y~ = y -- 9~u (12b) 

then the transfer function matrix W,(s) for these new variables is given by 

W~(s) = EW(s) - ~]EW(s) -{- 9~] -1. (13) 

In actual fact W~(s) will exist and be "bounded" at infinity for almost all 
such 3 ;  we choose any suitable one and carry out the theory on W~(s). If W(s)  
is not square it can be made so by augmenting with rows or columns of zeros, 
which can be ignored at the end of the analysis. 

In the network case the notion of Eq. 13 allows Section V to apply to any 
active network. Also in the network case we can apply the ideas of Section V 
directly to immittances (3, p. 30) except that the theory is somewhat restrictive; 
we can also interpret s = d/dt directly for equations of the form of Eq. 10 using 
S(s) ,  since S( oo ) is "bounded," but the physical interpretation of the realiza- 
tion R is not as clear. Further, synthesis from Eq. 11 can be investigated with 
profitable results (17). 

Concerning the transformations of Section IV we can apply the ideas used 
on R K to R ~ = {F U~, O, H u, J}, but this is unnecessary for the theory. Along 
the same lines we can break x u into observable and unobservable parts following 
Kalman (1, p. 174), but the final transformation seems to require use of the 
transition matrix. Using ideas similar to those of Section IV Youla (18) has 
described an alternate method of canonical form construction. 

Finally we mention that this theory adds another very promising view-point 
to the already existing theories of equivalence (15), (19), (20, p. 623), (21), 
and especially (14). 
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